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suMMARY

A high-pressure-ratio, axial-flow compressor rotor designed to oper-
ate efficiently at high speeds was investigated at air equivalent tip
speeds from 674 to u85 ft/sec. The tests for tip speeds above 848 ft/sec
were made by using a Freon-12 atmosphere because of power and speed limita-
tions. The compressor blading was the NACA A@m-series blades designed

~
to give efficient performance at high inlet Mach numbers. The investi-
gation covered a rsnge of relative inlet Mach numbers at the mean radius

. of the rotor from 0.63 to 1.13.

The use of low-speed cascade data for determining design angles of
attack was quite effective b that peak efficiency and design angle-of-
attack efficiency were coincident for inlet Mach numbers up to 0.87.
Above 0.87, while design angle-of-attack efficiency decreased rapidly,
peak efficiency gradually decreased from 0.96 to O.gO at a Mach number
of 0.$% where total pressure ratio was 1.555. The shift in peak efficiency
to higher than design angles of attack for mean radius inlet Mach numbers
above 0.87 may have resulted because (1) the severity of the operating
conditions for the blade lower surface increased as inlet Mach number
approached the transonic range, and (2) the smount of improvement in lower
surface performance obtained by increasing the angle of attack 4° above
design in the transonic Mach number range more than compensated for any
associated decline in upper surface performance.

Two-dimensional low-speed cascade data agreed very well with the
~ high-speed rotor-corrected turning-angle data in the angle-of-attack

region from 12° to 14°. At 10.60, the design angle of attack obtained
from low-speed cascade data, the cascade predicted turning angles were

* about 2° too high.
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For sm inlet air angle of 60°, measured t~ing W@es at the mean
radius section were found to be independent of Re~olds numbers over the
test range from 1.20,000to 9m,000 at a mean radius Mach number of 0.61. ‘
At this inlet air angle, the effect of inlet Mach number on turning angle
was negligible from Mach nunibersof 0.10 to 0.85. From 0.5 to 1.10 the
turning angle decreased approximately 1.3°.

INTRODUCTION

The design of’efficient, high-pressure-ratio,high-flow blade rows
for axial-flow compressors is desirable from size, weight, and production
considerations. Higher flows we needed to increase engine thrust without
increasing engine frontal area. A reduction in the number of stages for
a given over-all pressure ratio may improve compressor operating range
by reducing the stage matching difficulties_encountered with large numbers
of stages. Increases in both weight flow and stage pressure ratio are
limitedby the maximum rotor relative inlet Mach numbers that can be used
without an appreciable reduction in efficiency. Rotor and stage tests
of highly loaded blade rows operating at high subsonic inlet Mach numbers
were reported in references 1, 2, and 3. Rotor efficiency monotonically
decreased from 95 to @+ percent when the mean radius rotor inlet Mach
number reached 0.82 in reference 1, and from 93 to ~ percent when the
Mach number reached O.@+ h reference 3. An extension of the useable
inlet Mach numbers is necessary if substantial improvements in engine
performance can be realized from improved axial-flow compressor design.

The compressor blades used in the above-mentioned references were
NACA 65-series blades having a = 1.0 mean lines. In compressor cas-
cades, a = 1.0 mean lines carry more of the loading in the forward
half of the blades than in the rearwsrd half. In order to increase the
maximum inlet Mach numbers without excessive losses, a new series of
compressor blades was developed (ref. 4) utilizing a mean-line shape which
shifted the loading towsrd the rear po@ion_of the blade, “inconjunction
with the NACA 65-series thickness distribution. Reference 4 presents the
low-speed cascade tests for these”blades,called NACA>I~-==L=

blades, over a range of inlet air angles, solidifies, and cambers. A
complete description of the blade-series-designation system is presented
in reference ~.

A rotor having A21~-series blties was-designed @d constructed at
the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory to determine whether the rearwtid
shift in blade loading would raise the permissible design inlet Mach num-
ber level and hence, the design pressure ratio and we@ht-flow level. _
Tests were made at equivalent tip speeds ranging from_674 to u85 ft/sec
over a range of weight flows. A schlieren system was developed by
Mr. James R. Sterrett, of the Langley Laboratory, ii order to permit

*

w
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.- observation of
this schlieren
and rotational*

3

the flow upstream of the rotor. Motion pictures utilizing
system were taken for several different throttle settings
speeds.

The Langley Aeronautical Laboratory first noted that efficient rotor
performance at transonic rotor inlet Mach numbers was possible using the
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series blades i.nFebruary 1951.

SmBoLs

blade passage area, sq ft

blade chord, in.

lift coefficient

specific heat at constant pressure,

Mach number, ratio of flow velocity

rotor speed, rps

static pressure, lb/sq ft

stagnation pressure, lb/sq ft

&t&lb/sq ftdynamic pressure, p

—

ft-lb/slug~F

to the velocity of sound

radial position measured from axis of rotor

gas consttit (for pure Freon-U, 411.5; for air, 1716 ft-3b/slug~F)

Reynolds number based on mean radius blade chord

stagnation

isentropic

rotational

temperature, ‘R

change in stagnation temperature across the rotor, ‘F

velocity, %rn, ft/sec

velocity of fluid, ft/sec
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change in tangential velocity across rotor, ft/sec
.

weight flow, lb/see
a

blade section abscissa, in.

blade section ordinate, in.

angle of attack, angle between blade chord and flow direction, deg

angle between flow direction and the rotor axis, deg

ratio of specific heats (1.ko for air and l.li?~for pure lEreon-12)

ratio of actual inlet stagnation pressure to standard sea-level
pressure, -Po/2116

rotor mass flow weighted adiabatic efficiency

ratio of actual inlet stagnation temperature to
temperature, To/~18.4

density, slugs/cu ft

solidity, ratio of blade chord to blade spaci@

turning

Subscripts:

a axial

av average

angle in rotor coordinates, deg

standard sea-level

9

c equivalent velocity vectors based on constant axial velocity diagram

d design

h hub

L blade section

m mean radius

lower surface .

.—

r rotor coordinates
●

s stationary coordinate~ ~ .
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t tip

T minimum area section inblade passage

u blade section upper surface

air air data

Freon Freon data

1 rotor entrance

2 rotor exit

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Rotor Design

The high.pressure-ratio compressor rotor used.for this investiga-
tion is shown in figure 1. NACAA@&-series compressor blades (ref. 5)

were used at a constant solidity of 1.0 with maximum blade thickness
ranging from 10 percent at the huh to 8 percent at the tip. The rotor
hub-tip radius ratio was 0.75 and the tip diameter was 16.o inches.
Blade section coordinates are presented in table I. Tip clearance was
approximately O.0~ inch. With the cascade data available at the the
this rotor was designed, which consisted of tests at an inlet air angle
of 600 and a solidity of 1.0, design sngles of attack were chosen from
the blade pressure distributions to insure no velocity pesks on the upper
ad lower blade surfaces. These values should represent the angle of
attack with the highest critical Mach number.

The rotor was designed for constant power input from hub to tip.
At the design tip speed of E?08ft/sec a total pressure ratio of 1.258
was anticipated for the assumed design efficiency of 0.92. The annul.us
was constant across the rotor. The design exit axial-velocity was deter-
mined from continuity considerations using an exit effective area equal
to 94 percent of the actual area to account for wall boundary-layer build-
up. The velocity,diagrsms at.the hub, mean; and tip radius sections are
presented in figure 2. The use of two-dimensional cascade data for design
purposes necessitated the use of an equivalent constant axial-velocity
disgrsm based on the mean of’the rotor inlet and exit axial velocities
(ref. 6). A summarY of the blsiiedesign data is presented in the fol-
lowing table. AU ‘&nglEsare h terms-of
disgrsms.

the eq~valent velocity
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The following table presents perti
rotor:

I Hub

Radius ratio, r/rt . .

Turning angle, deg . .
Angle of attack, deg .
Relative inlet
Mach number . . . .

Inlet air angle, deg .
Chord, in. . . . . . .
Solidity . . . . . . .
Blade section . . . .

Pa - PI

ql “ “ ““ “ ““

Blade loading
p~~ter} @L . . .

0.750

26.7
15.0

0.697
53*7

1.85
1.00

65. (18.~1~)1.o

0.60

0.79

t design parameters for the .

—

I 1 .
Mean Tip

‘-(U.

0.8751 1.000

17.2
10.6

0.771
57.8
2.199

3A.#~iE

0.54

0.64I

65-(7

D-.6
9.0I

I
0.850
61.1
2.513
1.00

.3A@8b) o

0.48

0.53

Test Apparatus and Instrumentation

A schematic drawing of the compressor test rig is presented in fig-
ure 3. This test rig has been described in reference 7. Four fixed tdal.-

*

pressure tubes were installed in the settling chamber downstream of the
screens at 90° intervals. A radial survey of total and static pressure r
and flow direction made upstream of the rotor .indicatedthat the flow
into the rotor was uniform except for a very thin bountiy layer on the
walls. Wall static-pressuretaps located approximately 1 inch upstream
of the rotor on the inner and outer walls were used in conjunction with
the settling chsmber stagnation pressure and temperature to obtain the
upstream weight flow. For all operating conditions 15 point radial sur-
veys of total and static pressure and flow direction were tsken approxi-

mately ~ inches downstream of the rotor using a combination probe of

the type shown in reference 6. There were inner and outer wall static
taps downstream of the rotor at this axial station.

All pressures were recorded simultaneouslyby photographing a mer-
cury filled manometer board. The upstresm static pressure and stagnation
pressure leads were also connected to a water-filled U-tube to improve
accuracy in determining the weight flow. The rotor
by a calibrated tachometer with an accuracy of *1.5
minute.

speed was measured
revo~utions per

9“

.
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Total temperature measurements were made in stagnation
and after the rotor by five thermocouples at each station.
calibrated aircraft-type electrical resistance thermometers

7

regions before
In adtition,
were installed

to supplement the thermocouple readings. A rake of four shielded thermo-
couples was located 1 inch downstream of the rotor.

The motor end step-up gear train were mounted on ball-bearings and
the reaction torque was determined by using a pneumatic pressure cell.
The tsre torque was determinedly using a dummy hub aridmaking tests over
a wide range of rotational speeds =d pressures.

b those runs conducted in a Ereon atmosphere, the velocity of sound
in the Freon-air mixture was measured by em instrument similar to that
described in reference 8 in “whicha calibrated Helmholtz resonator was
used to measure the speed of sound.

The schlieren system set up to permit flow observation upstream of
the rotor utilized a 1- by l.1-inch mirror inserted in the inner casing
approximately 0.21 inch upstream of the rotor leading edge. The shock
location and strength will differ from hub to tip, end, therefore, the
schlieren system yields only a qualitative picture of-conditions in this
region. A schematic drawing of the schlieren apparatus, which passed
parallel light through the disturbance field twice, is shown in figure 4.
b order to stop the motion of any disturbance in the flow field, a strob-
oscopic mercury-src light tith a time duration of approximately 4 micro-
seconds was flashed for each complete rotor revolution. A signal from
an electromagnetic “pick-up” located near the rotor shaft went to,an
electronic amplifier which triggered the mercury-erc light. A variable-
speed csmera was adjusted so that its shutter would be completely open
for every third flash of the light, and completely closed for the other
two flashes. This was done to make possible the use of a low-speed cemera.
An electrical contact was placed on the cemera to indicate the midposition
of open shutter. The resulting signal, along with en electrical signal
generated every time the light flashed, was impressed upon an oscilloscope.
The operator of the csmera could watch the pattern on the oscilloscope,
and by vsxying the voltage to the camera motor, could synchronize the
open position of the camera shutter with the light flashes. The resulting
film could thus be used as a movie or as individual frsme photographs.

Tests

The lower tip-speed
made in air. The higher
from 926 to LL85 ft/see)
limitations of the tiive

tests (tip speeds from 674 to 848 ft/see) were
tip-speed tests (air equivalent tip speeds ranging
were made in l&eon-12 because of speed and power
motor. At each tip speed the weight flow was

varied from near sta~.to that associated with wide open throttle setting.
Stall is herein defined as rotor surge characterized by flow fluctuation.
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Detailed traverses of static and total pressuye and flow direction were _
.

made at each weight flow. The absolute stagnation pressure in the settling
chsmber was maintained by an automatic pressure control .atapproximately *
13 inches of mercury for the air runs and varied from 9 to X2.5 inches
of mercury for the lRreon-12-tests.

Using the schlieren and camera system previously described, motion
.—

pictures of flow conditions upstresm of the rotor were taken while the _
rotational speed was varied at constant throttle setttig and while the
throttle setting was varied at constant speed. — —-—

With the do’inmtresmsurvey instrument at the mesm radius, tests
were conducted in both Ereon and air to determine the effect of rotor
inlet Mach number on turning angle at the mean radius for a particular
inlet-air-s.ngle(angle-of-attack)condition. The mean radius blade sec-

—

tion was a 65-(11.~Im)09 set at a value of P - a of 47.2°. Several

speeds were run, and at each speed the throttlg setting was adjusted so
that the corrected mean radius inlet air direction was set at 600 from
the axial direction (~d= 57.80). The corrected inlet-air angles and

corrected turning singleswere obtained from the equivalent constant axial
velocity diagrsmm obtained from the measured results. Cwresponding to
this inlet air angle of 60°, the corrected angle of attack is M.8°.

The test Reynolds nuni%ersbased on mean radius chord ranged from 3.0 x 105

to 3.4 x 105 for the air tests and from 9.4x 105 to 10.7 x 105 for the .
Freon tests.

Tests were Also made to determine the effect of Reynolds number on F

mean radius turning angle at constant mean radius inlet_Mach number. For _ _
the air tests, the tip speed was set at 672 ft/sec and Reynolds numbers

ranging from 1.2 x 105 to 5.1 X- 105 were obtained by wing the system
pressure (~ was equal too.61). At each system pressure setting, the

throttle was adjusted to maintain .thecorrected inlet air angle of 60°.
Similar tests were run in Freon at an air equivalent tip speed of 672 ft/sec.

For these tests, Reynolds numbers ranged from 3.2 x 105 to 9.2 x 105.

METHODS OF DATA REDUCTION

Weight Flow

The agreement between weight flows measured upstream and downstream
of the rotor was within *2.5 percent for the major psrt of the air tests .

and within *3.6 percent for the major part of me Freon tests. For the __
other air tests, which corresponded to the highest Mach numbers run in .
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air, the agreement was within +3.0. For the other F&eon tests, the agree-
ment was within *4.5 percent. The largest discrepancy between upstresm
and downstream weight flows invariably occurred at the lowest weight flow
tested for each rotational speed.(very close to stall).

The weight flows presented in this report were those obtained from
measurements upstresm of the rotor since the downstream instruments sre
in a velocity field which varied rapidly in magnitude and direction and
since an accurate
not available for

calibration for the static-pressure survey probe was
Mach numbers above 0.45.

Over-All Total-Pressure Ratio

Over-all total-pressure ratioS presented in this paper were obtained
by a mass-weighted average of the isentropic power input obtained from
the survey total-pressure measurements. The following eqution was used
with the integrations being done mechanically:

P02
—=
Po~

1+

L

J
2

‘~ (ATO)P2V% d(r2)

‘h

J
rt2

Tol p2va2
d(r2)

rh2

(dfo) is the isentropic tatal temperature rise obtained from total-

pressure measurements.

Conversion of Freon Test Data

The data obtained in Freon were
tions by equating inlet Mach numbers

to Air Equivalent Test Data

converted to equivalent air condi-
relative to the rotor at the mean

radius.- Then for the ssme stagnation conditions and no prerotation of
the flow, from reference 7, the air equivalent rotational speed is gi~en ‘ “
by

‘uair)2=L+:-l)Js,I+(;;’)MqFre
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The air equivalent weight flow is given by:

w.i.=[(+)aiJ%)meo]’~:J.Freon-

In order to obtain the equivalent total-pressure ratio in air, the
efficiency was assumed to be the same as the efficiency determined in
the Freon test. This assumption, while probably not “exact,is valid
since the ratio of the static-pressure rise across a rotor to the inlet
dynamic pressure Ap/q is practically the same for a F%eon test and it6
air equivalent. The Freon mass-weighted power.input was–obtained from
the Freon efficiency and the I&eon mass-weigh%ed total-p~essure ratio.
The air equivalent mass-weighted power input was obtained by ass~ing
that the rotor velocity diagrsm is similar for either fITuid;that is,
AVU increases from Freon to air by the sane ratio as the rotational
speeds. This assmption. is valid since the density ratio across the
rotor is approximately the same for a Freon test and its–air equivalent.
By applying the Freon test efficiency to the air equivalent power input,
the over-all air-equivalent total-pressure ratio was obt@.ned. Check
tests made at the seineequivalent tip speed in air smd F&eon confirmed

-----
—

—

—

this

were

method of obtaining air-equivalent total-pressure ratio.

The adiabatic
obtained from

Efficiency
>

rotor efficiencies based on momentum considerations #_
the following equation:

J,
~t2

cP(~o)P2Va2 d(r2)
r2 ..

q=

J

rt2

UAVu&2Va2 d(r2)
2 -. .—

‘h

Rotor efficiencies for the ai~tests were”’alsodete~ined by uti-
lizing the measured total temperature rise to determine the actual power
absorbed. Both methods of efficiency calculation required mechanical
integrations of the 15-point traverses taken for each test condition.
The agreement between the efficiencies obtained by both methods was
within *3 percent.
accuracy of k0.75°
For the air tests,

This agreement is within the temperature measuring
for total temperature rises from 25° F.to 54° F.

x

the efficiencies presented in the rep6rt were those
●
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obtained from momentum considerations. ‘l’heysre the more conservative
values of efficiency since they were generally lower than those obtained
from temperature measurements.

Rotor efficiencies for the FYeon tests were determined from a con-
sideration of momentum change as described above and also a measurement
of rotor reaction torque to obtain the actual power absorbed. The agree-
ment between the efficiencies obtained by these methods is within kl.O per-
cent except for two of the 20 Freon tests where the agreement was within
*1.8 percent. The efficiency obtained from temperature measurements was
not considered to be accurate enough for the Freon tests because of the
low total temperature rises (20° to 350). For the Freon tests as well
as the previously mentioned air tests, the efficiencies presented in this
report were those based on momentum chsnge. The efficiencies obtained
from torque measurements were randomly scattered both above and below
those presented.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Over-All Total-Fressure Ratio and Adiabatic Efficiency

The over-all rotor total-pressure ratio plotted against corrected

J
air weight flow W@/b at various corrected tip speeds U ~ is pre-

sented in figure 5. The Ikeon test data presented in fi~e 5 have been
corrected to equivalent air tests by the methods previously discussed
in this report.

The dashed curves in figure 5 indicate the flow conditions for con-
stant values of sngle of attack, expressed as the difference between
actual and design angle of attack at the mesn radius. For the computa-
tion of the dashed curves
flow direction.

, angles of attack are measured from the inlet
On this basis, design angle of attack at the mean radius

is 9.4° while on sm equivalent velocity diagrsm basis it is 10.6O. At
the design point, a slightly higher pressure ratio was obtained than
anticipated. This higher pressure ratio resulted mainly because the
rotor efficiency obtained was 96 percent instead of the value of 92 per-
cent assumed for design purposes.

The weight-flow operating range of this transonic rotor at low snd
moderate tip speeds is equivalent to that of typical subsonic rotors.
Operating range is slightly reduced at the high tip speeds. Hence, from
weight-flow operating range considerations, the matching problems involved

. in staging trsnsonic blsde rows should not be appreciably worse than
those for subsonic blade rows. The surge line appeared to shift to some-
what higher weight flows for the Freon tests.

—
A spot check was made

.
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.

% . 825 ft/sec to determine the surge point for m. air and fie~n ‘.
at m

—. m—
test at the same corrected tip speed. The sti:gepoint for the I?reon
test was found to occur at an air-equivalent weight flow approximately
7 percent greater than the actual air test. Hence, actwl air tests at
the higher tip speeds would probably have resulted in a smooth contin-
uous surge curve.

Figure 6 presents the rotor performance data for the freon tests.
The total-pressure ratio, weight flow, and tip speed are Freon test

values corrected to standard inlet conditions (p. = 21ti lb/ft2 and

To = 718.40 R). The air equivalent values of pressure f%tio, weight .-

flow, and tip speed for these tests have been indicated-in figure 7.

Figure 7 presents the adiabatic efficiencies plotted against air
equivalent weight flows at constant tip speeds with both-weight flow
and tip speed corrected to standard sea-level condition~. The weight ““
flows corresponding to design angle of attack at the meti radius sre

indicated by a short vertical dash for each tip-speed test. J“At U @

equal to 1088 ft/sec and above, the maximum weight flows obtainabl~ were
below the values corresponding to design angle of attac~due to pressure-
losses in the radiators, valves, and screens in the test circuit. The

—

weight flow corresponding to design singleof attack is fn good agreement” a

(Ut
with that for pesk efficiency at and below deiiignspeed _

)
—= &8ft/sec . u
m

As tip speed was increased above design, the weight flow~& peak effi- ‘
ciency corresponded to higher-than-design angles of atta%k. Hence, the
previously described method of determining the--high-speeddesign angles
of attack at which low-speed cascsde test pressure distributions had no

...”

peaks was quite satisfactory at the low and moderate Mach numbers. It
should be noted that the efficiency curves are quite flat at weight flows
corresponding to design angle of attack and 4° above design in the low
and moderate Mach number range. However, at the high Mach numbers where
large regions of supersonic flow must occur, the problems involved in “ __ ._
efficiently diffusing the flow which has these supersonic regions become
of paramount importance and it is not surprising that the angles of attack
selected from low-speed tests as described pre-viouslydo:.notcoincide “-
with those at pesk efficiency.

—

Figure 8 indicates the Mach number distribution from hub to tip at
the vsrious tip speeds. The dashed curves correspond to peak efficiency ●

and the solid curves”correspond to the design angle of a~ack. Since

.
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.

design angle-of-attack weight

13

J
flows were not obtained at U @ of 1088,

.’ 1125, snd 1185 ft/see,
.

no solid curves were drawn at these speeds. As
the tip speed was increased, the differences between the Mach numbers
relative to the blades at peak efficiency and those at design angle of
attack increased. This increase resulted from a steady shift in peak

efficiency to weight flows corresponding to higher than design singlesof
attack wi~h increasing tip speed.

Figure 9 summarizes the rotor
to air equivalent pressure ratios,
Efficiency contours sre plotted.

performance chsxacteristics corrected
weight flows, and rotational speeds.

The vsriation of total-pressure ratio, adiabatic efficiency, and
relative inlet Mach number at the mean radius of the rotor with equivalent
tip speed is presented in figure 10 for design angle of attack and for
peak efficiency at each speed.

The total-pressure ratio for design sngle of attack increased stead-
ily with tip speed up to 94-0ft/sec where the pressure ratio was 1.37,
T =0.92, ~d ~= 0.90. Above this tip speed, the total-pressure ratio

decreased quite rapidly. The pressure ratios obtained for the peak effi-
ciency conditions increased from 1.19 to 1.6 as Mach nuuiberincreased
from 0.63 to 1.o6, and were everywhere higher than those obtained for
design angle-of-attack conditions. The pressure-ratio curve flattened
out at the higher Mach numbers corresponding to the reduction in effi-
ciency with Mach numiber.

Peak efficiency remained constant at 0.96 up to a mean radius inlet
Mach number of 0.87 and gradually decreased to O.gO at a Mach nunber

(

‘tofo.g6 —=

)

1060 ft/sec where total pressure ratio was 1.555. Design
w

angle-of-attack efficiency coincided with peek efficiency at the lower
tip speeds (~ up to approximateQ ().8T). At the higher tip speeds

and Mach numbers, efficiency at design -e of atta~ decreased more

‘trapidly than did peak efficiency becoming 0.65 at —= 106o ft/sec.
*

Hence, it may be concluded that efficient high-pressure-ratio trensonic
rotors can be designed for operation at mean radius inlet Mach numbers
up to approximately 0.8’7by using low-speed cascade data; for operation
at higher inlet Mach numbers, low-speed casctie data must be ~~plement.ed
with a more detailed examination of the transonic flow field.
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Effect of Ar@e of Attack on Efficiency
*

In order to e~ine the effect of angle””ofattack on efficiency at .
constant Mach number, rotor efficiency is plotted agairijtrotor inlet
Mach number at the mem radius ~ for angles of attack ~ of 0°, 2°,

and 4° above design in figure 11. The dashed cuve represents the peak
efficiencies plotted against ~. For Mach numbers up-to 0.87 peak effi-

ciencies and those associated with angles of attack of 0°, 2°, and 4°
above design were identical. Above ~ = 0.87 the design angle-of-attack

efficiency decreased more rapidly with Mach number than did peak effi-
ciency. For the entire Mach number renge the efficiencies corresponding
to ~=40 above the design angle selected from low-s~eed cascade data

were almost as high as the peak efficiencies.

Schlieren studies of flow.- In order to.~btain inf&xnation concerning
the existence of shock waves ahead of the rotor at transonic speed, schlie-

—

ren motion pictures were taken of the flow entering the rotor. Figure 12
presents a series of schlieren photographs showing the variation in shock
position as the air equivalent tip speed was varied from 940 ft/sec to
1120 ft/sec with the throttle open. The region observed is boundedby
a 1- by l.1-inch mirror and the annulus height, and is 0.21 inch from
the rotor leading edge. The vertical dark bazidon the Ieft side of the

—

pictures is the shadow of the knife edge and the dark spots in the upper
right section we flaws in tie optical system. In the movies a very weak .
and unstable shock flickered in and out of the picture in the upper left-

‘thand corner at —= 940 ft/sec indicating the existence of a weak unstable -

6
shock when the mem radius inlet Mach nmiber was 0.92. At approximately

~= 9~ ft/sec the shock was definite and stable. (The Mach number was

6
0.96.) As tip speed increased, the shock becsme more d@tinct and moved _
closer to the leading edge of’the blade.

The relative shock positions as obtained from the pictures in fig-
ure 12 corrected by the known small amount of light flash lag due to
speed vsriation are shown to scale in figure 13. The bl&de sections
shown are those at the mean radius. The Mach numbers %) (a - ad)m
values, and rotor efficiencies for the various tip speeds are indicated.

No shock is indicated for ‘t since it was-quite weak and

G = 940 ‘t/see
unstable, as mentioned previously. As the inlet Mach number increased
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.
from ~ = 0.92 to 1.o6, the part of the shock visible

moved closer to the blade lesding edge and at the ssme

in the mirror

time turned

15

.
approximately 20°. In order to determine whether these upstream shocks
e~~sted when-the rotor efficiency was high, movies were m&e at a fixed
tip speed of 109 ft/sec while vsrying the throttle setting. Figure 14
presents the positions of the shocks obtained from the movies at several
equivalent weight flows ranging from 21.4 to 24.2 lb/see. As indicated
in this figure, definite shocks were observed for all the weight flows
and efficiencies rsnging from 0.72 to 0.87.

A comparison of shock location at two angles of attack for a
constant ~ of 0.99 can be made by exsmining figures 13 and 14 at

%= 1020 ft/sec and throttle setting 4, respectively. The shock
@
associated with the lower angle of attack

F - ~)m = -0”40’ ‘as
approximately 20 percent closer to the blade leading edge than that
associated with

F-ad)m= ’o”
The angle between the shock and the

tangential direction remained constant at 480 for both angle-of-attack
conditions. It is not obvious that the lsrge increase in efficiency
from 0.72 to 0.87 obtained with increasing angle of attack can be
explained on the basis of.the movement of the shock wave away from the
blade leading edge at the higher angle-of-attack condition.

Comparison of flow conditions at ~ = 0.99 for (a-afJ = -0.4°

and (a - ad) = 30.- There is evidence from trsnsonic isolated airfoil*

tests reported in references 10 and 11 that the angle of attack for maxi-
mum lift-hag ratio increased in the transition from subsonic to super-
sonic stream Mach number. These rotor tests have indicated a similar
increase in angle of attack for peak efficiency. However, unlike the
isolated airfoil phenomena the reasons for the observed rotor performance
me believed to be mainly associated with cascade interference effects.
In order to investigate the possibility of the concave surface becoming
critical under the lower sngle-of-attack conditions in the rotory the
required location of the inlet stagnation streamlines in order to accom-
modate the flow were estimated for ~ = 0.99 at (Ct- @ = -0.4°
and 3°. This estimation was guided by the observed location of the shock
waves and the geometric blade passage. It indicated that, in order to
accommodate the higher weight flow associated with the lower singleof
attack, the stagnation streamline would have tO move outwad resulting
in a rather lsrge negative local angle of attack in the leading-edge
region. The amount of outward shift in stagnation streamline and hence

. the magnitude of this negative local angle of attack becomes larger as
—

inlet Mach nuriberincreases toward 1.0. In order to substantiate the

.

- &
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.
existence of a large negative angle of attack in the leading-edge region,
schlieren photographs of the NACA 65-(12@~)10 compressor blade sec- —

tion tested in the high-speed cascade tunnel at ~ = 600,
&

u=l,smd

(a’-

.—
ad). 0.40 at high subsonic Mach numbers were examined. Figure 15

presents one of these photographs for an inlet Mach numiberof 0.785.
The flow direction at the stagnation point was obtained by bisecting the —

angle contained by the sharply defined compression region upstresm of the
leading edge. When this flow direction is compared with the far upstream
flow direction it is clear that there is a large inward curvature of the
stagnation streamlines. The inward curvature causes the blade to operate
at a severe negative local angle of attack. The flow Oyer the lower sur-
face overexpands to supersonic velocities near the leading edge. This _.
region is followed”by shock waves . The thickness of the boundary layer- —

behind the shock waves will increase with an increasings.mount of diffu-
sion along the blade surface.

—
Hence, an evaluation of the chamge in this

diffusion with angle-of-attack vsriation at constant Ma~h number is desir-
able. Unfortunately, there are no blade surface pressure distributions
available at such high Mach nunibers (%=0.99) fromwhich to obtain
such information. Howeverj the amount of diffusion that occurs along
the blade surface should increase as the average smount of diffusion in
the blade passage increases. Hence, at & = 0.99 the””variationin

—

mount of diffusion was computed for a - c% = Qo40 and 3°
( )

on a one-

dimensional isentropic basis. At the mean rafius, the average Mach num-
ber at the minimum blade passage area ~ decreased from 0.76 to 0.62

( )
increased from -0.40 to +3°.

L‘—
as a- ad The ratio of downstream flow

area A2 to minimum passage area ~
—

is practically independent of a

from (a-ad) =-0e40to +30

..v—.
because of the negligible variation in _

discharge angle outside of the stall region. ..Hence,because of compressi-
bility, as the average Mach number in the minimum passage area is increased;
the amount of diffusion (expressed as the ratio of the static-pressure rise
from ~ to ~ over the dynsmic pressure at ~ and herein called the

diffusion coefficient) must increase. The isentropic values of this dff-

P2
fusion coefficient

- Pll

qT
calculated using the design exit flow direc-

tion for a -
(

ad) = -0.4° and 3° were 0.646 and 0.567, respective-.

Hence, for a constant inlet Mach number it has been shown that the average
diffusion coefficient for the blade passage is increasedby approxtiately

—

13 percent as angle of attack decreased from 3° above design to -0.4°
below it. Corresponding to this increase in diffusion coefficient for _
the passage, the diffusion coefficient along the blade tiwer surface is
also increased with decreasing angle of attack.
poor lower surface performance is obtatied when

e-?!—:-~.~

Hence, in summation, .
angle of.attack is low

.
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(a- )ad = -0.4° at constant Mach number ~ = 0.99 because (1) the

b. larger weight flow requires that the inlet stagnation streamlines be
displaced outward so much that severe negative local angles of attack
result and the flow expands very rapidly in the leading-edge region of
the lower surface resulting in a local supersonic velocity region and
shock waves, and (2) the larger diffusion coefficient for the lower sur-
face associated with the lower angle of attack will tend to increase fur-
ther the boundary-layer thickness behind the shocks and hence increase
the likelihood of flow separation. As inlet Mach number decreases below
1.00 at constant a the lower surface performance should improve since
both the magnitude of the local negative angle of attack will be less
and the aumunt of diffusion along the blade surface will be less.

Estimation of the inlet stagnation streamline for the (a - ~d) = 3°

condition at ~ = 0.99 indicated that for this flow the inlet stagna-

tion stresznlineswere displaced so that positive local angles of attack
resulted. Since the rotor efficiency did increase appreciably as a.
was increased, the overexpansion and the adverse pressure gradient in
the leading-edge region of the upper surface associated with
(a-~) .30 were probably less than those occurring on the lower sur-

face at (a - ~) = -0.4°. Exsmdnation of pressure distributions from

high-speed cascade tests of a 65-(Z2A@&) 10 at p = 60° and u = 1

corroborate~ these conclusions.

.
Resume of remsrks regarding effects of angle of attack on efficiency.-

It is indicated in figure 11 that below & . 0.87 the deviation between
design angle-of-attack efficiency sad peak efficiency was negligible.
Above ~= 0.87 the deviation increased nmnotonically with Mach nuniber.

This rapid reduction in design amgle-of-attack efficiency with Mach number
can be explained on the basis of the previous discussion which indicated
that, at the design angle of attack selected from low-speed cascade data,
the severity of the operating conditions for the blade lower surface
increased as inlet Mach number increased. It has been shown that the
lower surface operating conditions could be made less severe at transonic
inlet Mach numbers by increasing the singleof attack several degrees.
The amount of improvement in lower surface performance obtained by
increasing the angle of attack 4° above design more than compensates for
any associated decline in upper surface performance. The increase in
efficiency with angle of attack at constant inlet Mach number will con-
tinue until a is so high that severe velocity peaks occur over the
leading-edge region and flow separation results.

Q

.
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Determination of the Effect of Mean

NACARM L55m2

Radius Rotor Inlet

Mach Number and Reynolds Number on Turning Angle

Mean radius corrected turning angle plotted against mean radius
inlet Mach number is presented in figure 16. The circles indicate air
tests and the squsres, Freon tests. The turning angle obtained from
low-speed cascade tests is indicated. From ~= 0.10 to 0.85 there

was essentially no “changein turning angle from that predicted by low-
speed cascade tests. From ~= 0.85 to 1.10 the turning angle decreased

approximately 1.3°. There was no significant effect on turning angle
in changing from air to 12reonas a testing medium. .

.

—

Corrected turning angles at the mean radius plotted against Reynolds
number are presented in figure 17. Over the entire range of Reynolds

numbers from 1.2 x 105 to 9.2 x 105 the corrected ttining angle
remained constsnt. Hence, there appeared to be no laminsr separation
of the flow even at the low Reynolds numbers. Again there was no sig-
nificant effect on corrected turning angle in changing from air to Freon
as a testing medium.

Comparison E?etweenMean Radius Measured Turning Angles

of Rotor Tests and Low-Speed Cascade Tests .

The turni~ angles at the mean radius, obtained from the Freon tests, ,
are plotted against corrected mean radius angles of attack and sre pre-

.

sented in figure 18(a). Since these turning imgles were obtained for
mean radius inlet Mach nunibersranging from 0.86 to l.0~ and there is
some vsxiation in turning angle with Mach number, the resulting scatter
necessitated that the measured turning angles be presented as a shaded
region in this figure. The low-speed cascade-data for the A-series

—.. .

blades (ref. 4) were used to estimate the relation between @ and ac.

Figure 18(b) presents the rotor data correct@ to constant sxial velocity
by the method previously described in this report. ~e. .two-dimensional
low-speed cascade data agreed very well with the corrected turning-angle
data in the angle-of-attack region ranging from 120 to 14°. At 10.60,
the design angle of attack selected from low~apeed casctie data, the
cascade predicted turning angle was about 2°.too high.

One possible explanation for the lower turning angles at low angles
of attack was obtained from an examination of some unpublished high-speed
cascade data obtained for an NACA 65-(12A21~)10 b~e section at an

inlet-air sngle of 45° and a solidity of 1.5;--These data indicated that
the turning angle decreased more rapidly with increasing Mach number at

*

.
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low ,pnglesof attack tha at design angle of attack. This decrease in
turning angle with Mach nuniberat the low angles of attack could explain

A why the high-speed rotor turning angles were several degrees below those
of the low-speed cascade in the low angle-of-attack region. Another
factor, which probably contributes to lower turning angles for the rotor
tests at lower angles of attack, is the fact that at low angles of attack
there is a greater centrifuging of the thick hub boundary layer (thick
because of the secondary flow of case bmnds.ry layer). This centrifuged
boundsx’yLayer could encompass the mean radius section at low angles of
attack and thereby reduce mean radius turning angles below those obtained
in cascade tests.

Comparison of High Mach Number Performance of NACA A#&-Series

and NACA AIO-Series Compressor Blade Sections

The rotor described in this report and the rotor discussed in refer-
ence 1 were desi~ed to produce approximately the ssme pressure ratio.
The mean radius aCL for the rotor described in this report was 5 per-

cent less than that for the rotor of reference 1. The major difference
was that this rotor used NACA A#a-series bwes ~d t~t of reference 1

used NACA AIO-series blade sections. There were other design differences

.- such as the NACA A@&-series rotor solidity was constant at a value of

1.0, hub-tip ratio was 0.75, and tip dimneter was 16 inches while the
NACA AlO-series rotor had a constant solidity of 1.2, an inlet hub-tip.
ratio of O.~, and a tip diaeter of 14 tithes. The maximum camber for
the NACA AIO-series rotor was 1.4 while that of the NACA A218b-series

rotor was 1.85.

Figure 19 represents a comparison of the performance of these two
rotors. me NACA AIO-series rotor data are plotted as the dashed curves.

Rotor peslcefficiency and the corresponding total pressure ratios are
plotted against relative inlet Mach number entering the rotor at the
mean radius. The NACA A#&-series rotor maintained approximately con-

stant efficiency (0.96) from ~= 0.63 to ~ = 0.87. The NACA

AIO-series rotor had a gradual drop in efficiency of approximately 7 per-

cent for the ssme Mach nuniberrange. The total-pressure ratio obtained
at 90 percent efficiency wss 1.375 for the NACA AIO-series rotor as

compared with 1.555 for the NACA A@a-series rotor.

Hence, the NACA A#~-series blades maintain high efficiency to a

higher Mach number and pressure ratio level than the NACA AIO-series

~~
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blades. Because the NACA A#&-series rotor had a lower hub-tip ratio,

when the mesn radius Mach numbers are the sane as those--forthe NAC!A
AIO-series rotor, the tip Mach number was higher and the hub Mach number

was lower. Though the above-mentioned differences do exist between the
two rotors, the comparative results are considered to be indicative of
the relative performance characteristics of NACA A@@-- and Alo-seri.es

blade sections.
-.

It shouldbe noted that, for the same inlet air angle and solidity
conditions, the minimum passage area between NACA A21&-series blades

is less than that for NACA AIO-series blades. Hence, the NACA A#&-series

blades me more susceptible to choking at low inlet air..angles,high
solidifies, and high subsonic Mach nunibers. For such applications the
passage between blades shouldbe checked for possible choking. The
possibility of choking i.sreduced as the angle of attack increases. For
the NACA A21a blades these tests have indicated that peak efficiency

occurred 4.0° above the design angle of attack obtained--fromlow-speed
cascade tests. Hence, if the values of design angles OF attack are
increased accordingly, the choking problem will be reduced in importance
over that encountered when the design sngles of attack s.reselected solely
from low-speed cascade tests. This problem of choking is discussed in
reference 4 wherein comparisons between NACA Ale, A21& series, and other

mean-line airfoils are made. One method of reducing the choking problem
at low inlet angles and high solidifies would be to use a thickness dis-
tribution other than the NACA 65 series with the NACA l@~ mean lines.

.

e

-.

.

.

Of course, care must be taken that such changes in thickness distribution
and meanline shape do not introduce other effects detrimental to good
performance. Another solution for low inlet angles and high solidifies
is to use a meanline intermediatebetween the NACA Alo and the A@& series

with no change in thickness distribution. In.some applications, it may
be necessary to use both methods suggested above.

SUMMARY OF RESULT’S

The following results were obtained from & experimental investiga-
tion of am sxial-flow compressor rotor which had NACA ~“1~-series blade

sections and was designed to operate efficiently at high speeds:

1. Efficient high-pressure-ratio transonic rotors can be designed
using low-speed cascade data for operation at mean radius inlet Mach
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.
numbers up to approximately 0.87 since peak efficiency and design angle-
of-attack efficiency were coincident up to this Mach number.

.
2. Above the mean radius tilet Mach number of 0.87 peak efficiency

gradually decreased from 0.96 to O.~ at a Mach number of 0.96 and a
total pressure ratio of 1.555 whereas design angle-of-attack efficiency
decreased more rapidly with Mach number.

3. The efficiencies corresponding to angles of attack 4.0° above
design and peak efficiencies were quite similsr over the entire Mach
number range tested.

4. Two-dimensional low-speed cascade data agreed very we~ with the
high-speed rotor corrected turning-angle data in the angle-of-attack
region ranging from12° to 14°. At 10.6O, the design angle of attack
obtained from low-speed cascade data, the cascade predicted turning angle
was about 2° too high.

5. The shift in peak efficiency to higher-than-design angles of
attack for mean radius inlet Mach numbers above 0.87 may have resulted
because (1) the severity of the operating conditions for the blade lower
surface increased as inlet Mach number approached the transonic range$
and (2) the smount of improvement in lower surface performance obtained
by increasing the angle of attack 4.0° above design in the transonic
Mach nuniberrange more than compensated for any associated decline in

. upper surface performance.

6. At a mean radius inlet-air angle of 63°, the effect of inlet
v Mach number on turning angle was negligible from Mach numbers of 0.10

to 0.85. From O.fi to 1.10 the turning angle decreased approximately 1.3°.

7. The mean radius turning angles measured were independent of

Reynolds numbers in the r-e tested from 1.2 x 105 tO 9.2x 105 at
~ = 0.61.

8. The mean radius turning angles were independent of whether the
testing medium was air or Freon in the range tested.

9. A comparison between two rotors designed for the same pressure
ratio with one using NACA A@a-series blades and the other US- NACA
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A~-series blades indicated that the NAC!AA.@a-series blades maintained
.

high efficiency to a higher inlet Mach number level than did the NhCA
AIO-series blades. ., 5–

—

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Vs., JUne 19, 1953.

.

.
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L-61.&07
Figure l.- NACA A@a-series trsmonic rotor.
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Figure 2.- Design velocity diagrams
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